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Abstract—Most products in e-commerce are with high cost
(e.g., digital cameras, computers) and hence less likely experi-
enced by users (so they are called “inexperienced products”).
The traditional recommender techniques (such as user-based
collaborative filtering and content-based methods) are thus
not effectively applicable in this environment, because they
largely assume that the users have prior experiences with
the items. In this paper, we have particularly incorporated
product reviews to solve the recommendation problem. We
first studied how to utilize the reviewer-level weighted feature
preferences (as learnt from their written product reviews)
to generate recommendations to the current buyer, followed
by exploring the impact of Latent Class Regression Models
(LCRM) based cluster-level feature preferences (that represent
the common preferences of a group of reviewers). Motivated
by their respective advantages, a hybrid method that combines
both reviewer-level and cluster-level preferences is introduced
and experimentally compared to the other methods. The results
reveal that the hybrid method is superior to the other variations
in terms of recommendation accuracy, especially when the
current buyer states incomplete feature preferences.

Keywords-Recommender system; inexperienced products;
product reviews; weighted feature preferences; Latent Class
Regression Model;

I. INTRODUCTION

In e-commerce, due to the explosive growth of product

information, a buyer often feels overwhelmed when making

purchase decision. To assist her/his decision process, the rec-

ommender system can be an effective support since it aims at

eliminating the information overload and returning person-

alized recommendations that may satisfy the user’s needs.

However, the recommender technologies developed so far,

such as the user-based collaborative filtering technique [1]

and the content-based method [2], have been broadly applied

to recommend low-risk and frequently experienced products

(such as music and movies) for which the current user’s

ratings or purchase records can be obtained. For the high-

risk and inexperienced products (e.g., digital cameras and

laptops), given that the user does not have much prior usage

and/or purchase experiences, these technologies are limited

in terms of generating proper recommendations. Therefore,

the challenging issue that remains in the inexperienced

product domain is how to effectively recommend products

to the buyer, especially considering that her/his inherent

Figure 1. The challenging issue and our focus.

product preferences can be likely spread over multiple facets

of the product (which are called “features” such as the

camera’s “battery life”, “image quality”, “ease of use”).

On the other hand, according to the Adaptive Decision

Theory [3] and our prior work on users’ preference elicita-

tion [4], [5], though the buyer’s preferences over product fea-

tures can be elicited (for example, the critiquing agent was

developed to enable the user to explicitly state her/his feature

criteria [5]), these elicited preferences were experimentally

found being incomplete and uncertain when the user was

searching for high-risk and unfamiliar products [4]. It hence

suggests that the methods being developed for ranking high-

cost products purely according to the user’s stated feature

preferences still cannot return accurate recommendations

[6]. Thus, in this paper, we have in-depth explored the

value of product reviews (which are in the form of free

texts that other consumers posted to products) to address the

recommending issue. Our concrete objective was to establish

the similarity between the current buyer and the reviewer

based on their multi-feature preferences, so that products

as praised by the buyer’s like-minded reviewers could be

possibly taken as recommendation candidates (see Figure

1).

As a matter of fact, though recently some works have

started to take into account product reviews for recommen-

dation, they are principally limited at the following aspects:

1) most of them have targeted at deriving virtual, one-

dimensional ratings from reviews via the sentimental clas-

sification techniques [7], but reviewers’ multi-dimensional
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opinions on products’ features have been rarely considered.

In other words, few attentions have been paid to infer the

reviewer’s preferences on product features from their written

reviews. Another weakness of this branch of work is that the

derived single ratings are not sufficient to identify prefer-

ence similarity between reviewers, because in inexperience

product domains, each reviewer just commented one or

few products1. 2) In some related works, the reviews only

acted as a type of supplementary info for complementing

the product space. The main recommendation strategy was

still the preference-based product ranking [8]. Compared to

them, our contribution is that we can recover reviewers’

multi-feature preferences, based on which we can not only

enhance the similarity measure between reviewers, but also

locate recommendable products that the buyer will likely

truly prefer.

Therefore, in this paper, we have emphasized the usage of

feature-level review analysis results and investigated the im-

pact of inferring reviewers’ weighted feature preferences to

achieve the above-mentioned objective. Here, the “weight”

indeed reflects the degree of importance that the reviewer

places on individual feature. Technically speaking, we have

explored two ways to infer the reviewer’s weighted feature

preferences (see Figure 1): 1) one is adopting the probabilis-

tic regression model to learn individual reviewer’s weights

on features according to the review(s) that s/he wrote (so

called reviewer-level weighted preferences); 2) another is

through Latent Class Regression Model (LCRM) to identify

the clusters of reviewers and the cluster-level weighted pref-
erences. We have accordingly proposed different approaches

to utilize these derived preference data for generating rec-

ommendations. Further driven by the respective properties

and advantages of the two types of preferences, we propose

a hybrid mechanism that combines the reviewer-level and

cluster-level preferences together. This method was empiri-

cally proven with outperforming recommendation accuracy

especially when the current buyer’s stated preferences are

less complete.

II. RELATED WORK

The works most relevant to ours can be classified into

two branches: one is multi-criteria based recommender,

which is with the primary goal of addressing the single-

rating induced limitations; and another is review-based rec-
ommender because it explicitly incorporated reviews into the

recommendation. In the following, we introduce their state-

of-the-art and discuss the limitations.

The traditional recommender approaches, such as col-

laborative filtering (CF) and content-based ones [1], [2],

only consider users’ single ratings on items, which however

cannot reveal why users gave such ratings. Therefore, more

1In our data analysis, above 69% reviewers only commented one product,
and the remaining reviewers commented on average 1.9 products.

works in recent years have attempted to reveal users’ ratings

on multi-facets of an item and developed the so called multi-
criteria based recommender. For instance, in [9], classic

collaborative filtering was extended by utilizing user-stated

multi-criteria ratings for calculating user-user similarity.

In [10], they aimed to identify the dependency structure

between the overall rating and multi-criteria ratings, and

utilized flexible mixture model to predict the rating for

un-known items. [11] developed multi-linear singular value

decomposition (MSVD) method to derive the latent relation

among a user, her/his multi-criteria and an item. [12] adopted

the additive utility analysis to estimate the utility of an item

by integrating the marginal utilities of a user’s multiple

criteria on the item’s attributes. In a more recent work

[13], they first utilized an aggregation function to learn the

significance levels of multiple criteria, and then grouped

users with common significant criteria, based on which the

rating of an un-known item was predicted by considering all

users who are with similar significant criteria to the active

user. It can hence be seen that the common objective of these

methods was to estimate whether a user would be interested

in an un-known item based on her/his multi-criteria ratings

on a set of known items. However, these methods are

unsuitable when none or few ratings can be obtained from

individual user (i.e., for inexperienced products). In our

work, though we have also strengthened multi-criteria, we

mainly aim to infer reviewers’ multi-criteria preferences

from their written reviews, and then exploit such info to

generate recommendation to the current buyer.

As mentioned before, another related branch of work

has taken product reviews into account to offer recom-

mendations, but the main focus was simply on enhancing

traditional CF methods via deriving one-dimensional virtual

ratings from reviews’ sentiment classification results [7].

Few works have in-depth explored the effect of multi-

dimensional feature-level sentiments on enhancing the rec-

ommender. In [14], they proposed a multi-relational matrix

factorization (MRMF) method, which is an extension to low-

norm matrix factorization, to model the correlation among

users, movies and the opinions regarding specific features. In

[15], they extracted emotions in addition to sentiments from

movie reviews and plot summaries, and extended Latent

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model in order to capture how

likely a user prefers a specific movie by considering both

the user’s feature-level sentiments and emotions. However,

these methods were mainly oriented to recommending low-

risk, experienced product when users were able to provide

a certain amount of ratings on known items. For high-risk

products, the work done by [8] adopted the feature-level

sentimental results to enrich the cameras’ description, based

on which the product ranking was conducted. Unfortunately,

they neither evaluated the recommendation’s accuracy, nor

explored other possibilities, like recovering reviewers’ fea-

ture preferences from the sentimental results.
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III. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND METHODS

Given the limitations of related works, we have been

engaged in addressing two research questions: 1) how to

recover reviewers’ weighted feature preferences from their

written reviews? 2) How to leverage such reviewers’ pref-

erences into computing the recommendation list so that the

list can likely contain the current buyer’s target choice?

Table I
NOTATIONS USED IN THIS PAPER

Notation Description

REV={rev1, . . . , revM} A set of M reviewers

P = {p1, . . . , pN} A set of N products

S ⊆ REV × P A set of reviewer-product pairs, where
(revi, pj)∈S indicates that a reviewer
revi wrote review to a product pj

F = {f1, . . . , fn} The n features extracted from reviews

rij The review written by reviewer revi on
product pj

Rij The overall rating reviewer revi gave to
product pj

Xij = [xij1, . . . , xijn] The set of opinion values each of which
is associated to the corresponding feature
fi in F as extracted from a review rij

Wrevi=[wi1, . . . , win] The reviewer revi’s weighted prefer-
ences, where each wil is the weight on
feature fl∈F , which could be None if
the reviewer did not express any opinions
on that feature

C = {c1, . . . , cK} The K clusters of reviewers

Here, we assume every reviewer (including the buyer)

inherently has a weighted preference model, which is for-

mally denoted as: Prefu = {< fi, wui > |1 ≤ i ≤ n},

where wui indicates the importance degree that the user

u places on feature fi. The preference structure is the-

oretically grounded on the Multi-Attribute Utility Theory

(MAUT) because it can explicitly consider trade-offs among

attributes (i.e., features in our term) via the weights [16].

In this paper, we have investigated two approaches to infer

reviewers’ weighted feature preferences: 1) rebuilding indi-

vidual reviewer’s weighted feature preferences from her/his

written reviews, and 2) inferring cluster-level preferences

that represent the common criteria of a group of reviewers

(see Figure 2 with the two work flows). Table I summarizes

the notations used throughout the paper.

A. Mining Feature-Opinion Pairs from Product Reviews

As shown in Figure 2, the first step is mining feature-

opinion pairs from product reviews. In the past decade,

more efforts have been devoted to conduct document-level

(or called sentiment classification) and feature-level opinion

mining (or called sentimental analysis) in the areas of

natural language processing and data mining [17], [18].

Figure 2. Inferring two types of preferences from product reviews.

Particularly, the feature-level opinion mining can return a

set of < feature, opinion > pairs from a review, where

opinion indicates positive, neutral, or negative sentiment

that a reviewer expressed on the feature. Therefore, our

work can be regarded as the extension to their work, with

the particular emphasis on refining the sentiment analysis

results and further exploiting them to derive a reviewer’s

preferences on product features.

To identify feature-opinion pairs, we first used a Part-

of-Speech (POS) tagger [19] to extract the frequent nouns

and noun phrases from reviews, which are the prospective

feature candidates. Moreover, considering that reviewers

often use different words or phrases to indicate the same

product feature (e.g., “picture”, “image” and “appearance”),

we manually defined a set of seed words and then grouped

synonymous ones by computing their lexical similarity to the

seed words. The lexical similarity is concretely determined

via WordNet [20].

We then extracted opinion(s) that is associated to each

feature in a review sentence. Most of existing works de-

pended on the co-occurrence of product features and opinion

bearing words for this purpose [17]. However, these methods

cannot identify opinions that are not so “close to” the

feature. Therefore, we used a syntactic dependency parser
2, because it can return the syntactic dependency relations

between words in a sentence. For example, after parsing

the sentence “it takes great photos and was easy to learn
how to use”, “great” is identified with dependency relation

AMOD with “photos” (meaning that “great” is an adjectival

modifier of the noun word “photos”), and “easy” has COMP

dependency relation with “learn” (indicating that “easy”

is an open clausal complement of “learn” ). In another

example “the photos are great”, “great” has NSUBJ relation

with “photos” (indicating that “photos” is the subjective of

2http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml
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“great”). Thus, we took all the words with such relations

with the product feature words as opinions.

After identifying the feature-opinion pairs from a review

sentence, the next task was to assess the opinion’s senti-

ment strength (also called polarity). For this purpose, we

applied SentiWordNet [21] because it provides us with a

triple of polarity scores: positivity, negativity and objec-

tivity, respectively denoted as {Pos(s), Neg(s), Obj(s)},

and each ranging from 0.0 to 1.0; for each opinion word,

Pos(s) +Neg(s) +Obj(s) = 1. The triple scores are then

merged into a single sentiment value for the opinion word s:
Os = Neg(s)∗Rmin+Pos(s)∗Rmax+Obj(s)∗Rmin+Rmax

2
where Rmin and Rmax represent the minimal and maximal

rating scales respectively (we set them as Rmin = 1,

Rmax = 5 so that Os ranges from 1 to 5). If there are

negation words (e.g., not, don’t, no, didn’t) in a sentence,

the polarity of related opinions is reversed.

We then aggregated all opinion words’ sentiment values

in relation to a feature in a review. Instead of using the

simple arithmetic mean which is common in related methods

[22], we performed a weighted average by which each

opinion word’s sentiment value also behaves as the weight,

so that the extremely positive or negative polarizations are

less susceptible to shift. For instance, if two opinion words,

“good” and “great” are associated to a feature, the feature’s

final opinion value is ( 4×4+5×5
4+5 = 4.55) where 4 and 5 are

the sentiment values of the two words (“good” and “great”)

respectively.

B. Modeling Reviewer-Level Weighted Feature Preferences

Then, with the pairs of features and opinions as extracted

from every reviewer’s written review(s), we first developed

the method for inferring reviewer-level weighted feature
preference. Basically, the idea behind our approach is that

the overall rating that each reviewer gave to a product

can be considered as the weighted sum of her/his opinions

on different features, based on which we could learn the

reviewer’s weights placed on these features.

Formally, to derive reviewer revi’s weighted preferences

Wrevi on product features F , we applied probabilistic re-

gression model for learning the weights [23]. Specifically,

given features’ opinion values Xij ∈ R
n in respect of a

product pj commented by the reviewer revi, her/his overall

rating Rij can be drawn from a Gaussian distribution around

WT
reviXij :

Pro(Rij |Wrevi ,Xij , σ
2) = N (Rij |WT

reviXij , σ
2) (1)

where Wrevi can be formally represented by a Multivariate

Gaussian Distribution, Wrevi ∼ N (μ,Σ), with μ as the

mean and Σ as the covariance matrix. We additionally

incorporated the occurrence frequency of a feature in a

review (denoted as μ0) into the model, being the prior of

μ. It can be essentially used to define the distributions of μ
and Σ based on Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence:

Pro(μ,Σ) = exp[−ψ ·KL(Q(μ,Σ)||Q(μ0, I))] (2)

where KL(·, ·) is the KL divergence, Q(μ,Σ) denotes

a multivariate gaussian distribution, and ψ is a tradeoff

parameter (ψ = 100 in our experiment).

The probability that an overall rating Rij accompanying

a review rij posted to a product pj can be hence as:

Pro(Rij |Ψ, rij) =
∫

(Pro(Rij |Wrevi ,Xij , σ
2)

·Pro(Wrevi |μ,Σ) · Pro(μ,Σ))dWrevi

(3)

Because the reviewer’s overall rating is known, Ψ={Wrev1 ,
. . . ,WrevM , μ,Σ, σ

2} contains the model parameters that

can be estimated by performing the maximum log-

likelihood (ML) method. Through identifying the op-

timal Ψ∗ for maximizing the log-likelihood Ψ∗ =
argmaxΨ

∑
(revi,pj)∈S logPro(Rij |Ψ, rij), we obtained

the optimal values for Wrevi (1≤i≤M), which are the

weighted preferences of reviewer revi on features F .

C. Modeling Cluster-Level Weighted Feature Preferences

As another, alternative way to derive reviewers’ pref-

erences, we adopted the Latent Class Regression Model

(LCRM) to identify the clusters of reviewers and the cluster-

level weighted feature preferences. The system can then map

the current buyer to the most relevant cluster in order to lo-

cate product candidates for the recommendation. According

to [24], LCRM has the theoretical advantage over traditional

clustering analysis (like k-Means) for performing market

segmentation, because it could more precisely divide the

users into clusters based on their membership probabilities

(that is, a user is assigned to a cluster only when this

assignment has the highest probability). However, this model

has been rarely investigated in the research field of recom-

mender systems, in terms of its potential effect on enhancing

the similarity measure among users (e.g., reviewers in our

case). Thus, in this paper, we have particularly fused the

clusters as being resulted from LCRM into the review-based

recommendation process.

Specifically, assume that the population of reviewers can

be divided into K clusters C = {c1, c2, . . . , cK}, according

to LCRM, if a reviewer revi belongs to the cluster ck, the

conditional probability of her/his overall rating Rij on a

product should be defined as:

Pro(Rij |Xij , ck) = N (Rij |WT
ckXij , σ

2) (4)

where Xij is the set of opinion values being associated to the

set of features (see the definition in Table 1), and Wck ∈ R
n

is the cluster’s weighted feature preferences.

Because the overall rating is known, the above formula

can be based to calculate the probability that a reviewer

belongs to a cluster. Formally, a reviewer revi is placed in

a cluster ck if qk(revi) > qh(revi) ∀ck �= ch ∈ C where

qk(revi) =
∏

(revi,pj)∈S

πk · Pro(Rij |Xij , ck)∑
ch∈C πh · Pro(Rij |Xij , ch)

(5)

In the above formula, qk(revi) is the posterior probability

that a reviewer revi belongs to a cluster ck, and πk is
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the prior probability. The full mixture likelihood can be

accordingly defined as:

L(ψ|S) =
∏

(revi,pj)∈S

K∑
k=1

qk(revi) · Pro(Rij |Xij , ck) (6)

The parameter set ψ = {π1, . . . , πK ,Wc1 , . . . ,WcK} is

estimated by the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm,

which seeks to identify the maximized log-likelihood by

iteratively applying the two steps: 1) Expectation step (E

step) which updates the posterior probability that a reviewer

belongs to a certain cluster and derives the prior cluster

probability as π̂k =
∑M

i=1 qk(revi)

M ; 2) Maximization step (M

step) which aims to find the optimal parameter values of ψ̂
for maximizing Eq. 6: ψ̂ = maxψ L(ψ|S).

E- and M-steps are repeated until Eq. 6 converges. As a

result, all reviewers are automatically classified into K dis-

joint clusters and each cluster is returned with the weighted

feature preferences Wck that represent the common prefer-

ences of reviewers within that cluster. In the experiment,

we found that this approach is not sensitive to the initial

assignment of each reviewer’s membership, since we got

similar recommendation results with different initialization.

D. Generating Recommendation

1) Recommending based on Reviewer-Level Preferences:
As mentioned before, the current buyer’s feature preferences

can be elicited through some existing preference elicitation

methods [5], [25], which can be formally represented as

Wu={wfi |i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}}. The value of wj is set to zero

if the corresponding feature’s weight is not explicitly stated

by the buyer. To utilize the reviewer-level preference data

being obtained from Section III-B, we have tried various

approaches. In the following, we describe three typical

methods, among which the first one was originated from

[8].

1. Preference-based Product Ranking (PPR-Rec)
This method was taken as the baseline in this paper to be

compared with other methods. It primarily used reviewers’

feature opinions to determine the product’s feature space.

Concretely, there is a feature score computed for each feature

of a product, by aggregating the feature’s opinions extracted

from the product’s reviews:

FeatureScorefl(pj) =

∑
(revi,pj)∈S xijl

m
(7)

where xijl denotes the feature fl’s opinion value in review

rij to product pj , and m denotes the number of reviews

being associated to the product pj . Thus, the matching score

of each product to the buyer’s preferences is computed as:

ProductScore(u, pj)=
∑

wfl
(u)∈Wu

wfl
(u)×FeatureScorefl (pj) (8)

in which wfl(u) denotes the buyer u’s weight on feature

fl. Then, the top-N products with higher scores are rec-

ommended to the buyer (in our experiment, we tested the

algorithm’s performance when N = 10, 20, 30).

2. k-NN based Recommending (k-NN-Rec)
In this method, given the buyer’s currently stated pref-

erences Wu, we aim at first identifying a set of reviewers

K who have similar feature preferences to the buyer. The

similarity is formally computed as:

sim(Wu,Wrevi)=
1

1 +
√∑

wfl
∈Wu

(wfl(u)− wfl(revi))
2

(9)

A prediction score is then computed for each product pj :

PredictionScore(u, pj)=

∑
revi∈K sim(Wu,Wrevi)×Rij∑

revi∈K sim(Wu,Wrevi)
(10)

where Rij is the overall rating that reviewer revi gave

to product pj . Still, top-N products with higher scores are

recommended to the buyer.

3. k-Means based Recommending (k-Means-Rec)
In this approach, we considered using the traditional

clustering technique like the k-Means to divide the reviewers

into K disjoint clusters {c1, . . . , cK}. We then retrieve the

cluster that is most relevant to the buyer. Concretely, during

conducting k-Means clustering, a reviewer will be moved

from one cluster to another if this process could minimize

its squared distance to the cluster’s “centroid” (the centroid

is denoted as Wck centroid).

The buyer’s preferences are based to compute her/his

distance to all clusters’ centroids, and the cluster with

the shortest distance is matched to the buyer. The dis-

tance between the buyer ui and the centroid of ck is de-

fined as: 1/sim(Wu,Wck centroid), in which the similarity

sim(Wu,Wck centroid) is computed by replacing Wrevi with

Wck centroid in Eq. 9. Afterwards, the products as reviewed

by this cluster of reviewers are taken as recommendation

candidates. Each product pj is further computed with a

prediction score:

PredictionScore(u, pj)=

∑
revi∈cl∧(revi,pj)∈S sim(Wu,Wrevi

)×Rij

∑
revi∈cl∧(revi,pj)∈S sim(Wu,Wrevi

)

(11)

where cl denotes the cluster of reviewers that is most relevant

to the buyer, Rij is the overall rating that a reviewer

revi gave to the product pj , and sim(Wu,Wrevi) is the

preference similarity between the buyer u and the reviewer

revi, which is computed via Eq. 9. Top-N products with

higher prediction scores are finally returned to the buyer as

the recommendations.

2) Recommending based on Cluster-Level Preferences:
On the other hand, with the cluster-level preferences gen-

erated from Section III-C, the similarity between the buyer

and a cluster of reviewers, in this case, is formally computed

by replacing Wrevi with Wck in Eq. 9, as follows:

sim(Wu,Wck
) =

1

1 +
√∑

wfl
∈Wu

(wfl
(u)− wfl

(ck))2
(12)

where wfl(ck) denotes the weight on feature fl regarding
cluster ck. In the following, we concretely describe two

variations of utilizing the cluster-level preferences: one is

called hard matching based, because it retrieves a single

cluster among all to relate it to the buyer; another is called
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fuzzy matching based, because multiple clusters are taken

into account, but assigned different weights to represent their

various similarity degrees to the buyer.

1. LCRM-based Hard Cluster Matching (LCRM-Hard-
Rec)

In this method, all clusters are first ranked according

to their similarity scores as computed via Eq. 12, and the

top one with the highest similarity is chosen. The products

reviewed by this cluster of reviewers are then taken as

recommendation candidates. Each product pj is computed

with a prediction score:

PredictionScore(u, pj)=

∑
revi∈cl(pj)

Rij

|cl(pj)|
(13)

where cl(pj) denotes the set of reviewers within the chosen

cluster cl who wrote reviews to product pj , and Rij is

the overall rating on product pj given by reviewer revi.
The products which obtain higher prediction scores will be

finally offered to the buyer as the recommendation.

It can be seen that because the LCRM-based algorithm

cannot derive reviewer-level weighted preferences, the simi-

larity between the buyer and individual reviewer is not taken

into account in the above formula. It also implies that if two

buyers are matched to the same cluster, the recommended

products to them will be the same. Given this disadvantage,

we have further proposed the fuzzy matching method.

2. LCRM-based Fuzzy Cluster Matching (LCRM-Fuzzy-
Rec)

In this approach, instead of matching the buyer to a single

cluster, s/he can be mapped to multiple clusters if the user-

cluster similarity exceeds a threshold (which is empirically

set as 0.8). The similarity between the buyer and the cluster

(via Eq. 12) is then treated as a weight when calculating the

prediction score of each product:

PredictionScore(u, pj)=

∑
cl∈C sim(Wu,Wcl

)×(

∑
revi∈cl(pj)

Rij

|cl(pj)| )
∑

cl∈C sim(Wu,Wcl
)

(14)
where C denotes the set of satisfying clusters.

Therefore, compared to the hard matching approach,

not only more products (as reviewed by multiple clusters’

reviewers) are considered as recommendation candidates,

but also the inherent weakness of hard matching method

is avoided given that different buyers should have different

similarity degrees to the clusters (if their stated preferences

were different).

E. Hybrid of Reviewer-Level and Cluster-Level Preferences
based Recommending (Hybrid-Rec)

To take advantage of both reviewer-level and cluster-level

preferences, we have further developed a hybrid method for

which the latent class regression model is adopted to cluster

reviewers, and reviewer-level preferences (as learnt via the

probabilistic regression model; see Section III-B) are based

to calculate the user-reviewer similarity when predicting the

score for a product. The potential benefit of this combination

is thus that, not only it could be more accurate to identify

the common preferences among reviewers at the group level,

but also to reflect the preference heterogeneity between

reviewers when matching them individually to the current

buyer.

In more detail, we first apply the LCRM approach (see

Section III-C) to generate the clusters of reviewers. Then,

when the cluster that is best mapping to the buyer is

identified (through LCRM-Hard-Rec), we adopt the formula

(similar to Eq. 11) to compute the weighted prediction

score of a product. Here, the weight is the similarity degree

between the buyer and every reviewer (within the chosen

cluster), as computed by Eq. 9, for which the reviewer-level

preferences are produced with the method in Section III-B.

The top-N products with higher prediction scores are then

recommended to the buyer.

IV. EXPERIMENT

Therefore, in the experiment, six review-based recom-

mending approaches were compared: three are based on

reviewer-level preferences, two based on LCRM and cluster-

level preferences, and the hybrid method. In addition, we

implemented a non-review baseline which is without the

fusion of reviews (shorted as Non-Review), with the purpose

to verify the actual effect of incorporating feature-level

review analysis results on enhancing the recommendation

accuracy. Concretely, Non-Review is simply based on the

product’s static features (i.e., technical specifications). Given

the buyer’s stated preferences Wu, the matching score

ProductScore(u, pj) of each product pj is computed via:

ProductScore(u, pj)=
∑

wfl
(u)∈Wu

wfl(u)× sfl(pj) (15)

where pj is the product, and sfl(pj) is the value of each

static feature fl which is normalized in the range of [0, 1].
The top-N products with higher scores are included in the

recommendation list.

A. Experiment Setup and Evaluation Metrics

After filtering out invalid reviews which are too short

or with meaningless characters, we gathered 7485 digital

camera reviews from www.buzzillions.com. These reviews

cover 186 digital cameras, and every review on average

encompasses 4.7 distinct features (st.d. = 1.91). Assuming

that every buyer has a “target choice” (which is the target

product s/he is prepared to buy), the experimental goal was

to evaluate whether this target choice could be located in the

recommendation list by the tested algorithm. For this goal,

we adopted the leave-one-out evaluation scheme [26]. That

is, during each round, we excluded one reviewer from the

dataset, who behaved as a simulated buyer. However, as not

all of reviewers’ commented products can be taken as their

target choices, we performed testing only on reviewers who

gave full marks to a product (indicating that this product

is her/his best choice). Accordingly, 1705 reviewers were
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selected as the “buyers”. At a time, one of them was tested,

and her/his stated feature preferences are the ones inferred

from his/her review(s). In order to additionally simulate the

incomplete preferences situation, we randomly chose subsets

of the reviewer’s full feature preferences (Wrevi ) to represent

the buyer’s different preference completeness degrees: one

assessment was conducted with the relative completeness
degree (i.e., with 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% of Wrevi to

be the buyer’s preferences Wu); and another was with the

absolute completeness degree (i.e., over absolute 4, 6, 8, and

10 features, for which 10 indicates the full feature set).

The recommendation accuracy was measured by two

metrics: 1) H@N (HitRatio@top-N recommendations)

which refers to the percent of successes that a buyer’s

target choice appears in the top-N recommendation

list: H@N= #The number of successes within the top-N
#The total number of testings

; 2) Percentile
(shorted as Per) which gives the percent of products which

are ranked below the target choice among all alternatives

[27]: Per=
∑T

t=1

N−Ranktarget choice
|P|

T in which, |P| is the total

number of products, and T is the number of testings.

B. Results Analysis

Table II first shows the comparison results, at rela-
tive preference completeness variations (i.e., from 40% to

100%). First of all, it can be seen that though PPR-Rec

does not show obvious advantage against Non-Review, the

other two review-based methods (k-NN-Rec and k-Means-

Rec) clearly outperform the two baselines (PPR-Rec and

Non-Review) in terms of both hit ratio and percentile. It

hence suggests that PPR-Rec, that simply utilizes feature-

opinion pairs to enrich the product’s feature space for the

product ranking, cannot fully fulfill the value of reviews

to enhance recommendation. In comparison, k-NN-Rec (for

which |K| = 2000 through the experimental trials) and k-

Means-Rec (for which the number of clusters was set as

6) are more accurate, given that they are mainly targeted

to identify a group of reviewers who possess feature-level

preference similarity to the current buyer. The comparison

between them further shows that k-Means-Rec is more

accurate than k-NN-Rec. This result implies that the pre-

cluster of reviewers according to their feature preferences

can be more likely to identify the like-minded reviewers to

the buyer, relative to the on-site retrieval of neighborhood

purely based on the buyer’s stated preferences (i.e., k-NN-

Rec).

As for LCRM-based methods (for which the best number

of clusters is also 6), the fuzzy method (LCRM-Fuzzy-

Rec) outperforms all other methods (including k-NN-Rec

and k-Means-Rec) particularly when the buyer’s preferences

are less complete (i.e., 40%, 60% and 80%) under H@20.

However, both hard matching (LCRM-Hard-Rec) and fuzzy

matching (LCRM-Fuzzy-Rec) methods do not show better

performance, especially against k-Means-Rec, in respect of

other measures. The result might be caused by their lacking

of the similarity matching between the buyer and single

reviewer. In fact, when the reviewer-level preferences were

integrated with the LCRM-based cluster-level preferences

(i.e., Hybrid-Rec), it achieves the highest accuracy at varied

preference completeness degrees among all approaches.

The above findings hence highlight the impact of LCRM

based clustering, relative to k-Means based one, on iden-

tifying like-minded reviewers. The results also reveal the

importance of incorporating individual reviewers’ weighted

feature preferences, so as to adjust her/his actual contribution

when optimizing the recommendation accuracy. Table III

additionally gives the comparison results at varied absolute
preference completeness degrees, from which it can be

seen that the five review-based recommendation methods

are still more accurate than the baseline approaches (i.e.,

Non-Review and PPR-Rec). In addition, the clustering-

based methods such as k-Means-Rec and LCRM-Fuzzy-Rec

perform more effective than non-clustering involved, and

Hybrid-Rec is shown most accurate among all when the

user’s preferences were less complete.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, this paper presented a novel review-based

recommendation framework for aiding buyers’ decision

making in inexperienced product domains. Particularly, it

aims at recovering reviewers’ weighted feature preferences
from their written textual reviews and exploiting such pref-

erence data to generate recommendation. To achieve this

goal, we first investigated the respective roles of reviewer-

level preferences (as learnt from probabilistic regression

model) and cluster-level preferences (as inferred through

the Latent Class Regression Model (LCRM)), respectively.

The two types of preferences were concretely fused into

the recommendation process via different methods (i.e., k-

NN based and k-Means based for fusing reviewer-level

preferences, and hard & fuzzy cluster matching methods

for fusing cluster-level preferences). A hybrid mechanism

that combines them together was further developed and

compared to ones that incorporated them separately. These

review-based methods were also compared to related works.

The experimental results show the outperforming accuracy

of review-based methods, especially the hybrid method

(Hybrid-Rec), in the condition that the buyer’s stated prefer-

ences were less complete. This finding suggests that Hybrid-

Rec can be more effective to support new buyers. The

results also imply that the system could be more intelligent

to adjust its recommendation strategy in condition of the

buyer’s preference completeness degree. In the future, we

will endeavor to research this adaptive improvement.
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